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Hooded Scarf
You need

last row on no. 4 needle and remove
the spare yarn.

knit 100 r, work a few r in spare yarn
then take off the knitted piece.

»» 1 coarse embroidery needle
»» 1 addi crochet hook no. 7
»» 2 addi circular needles no. 4, 60 cm
»» 1 addi circular needle no. 7, 60 cm

Now on each side drop the 4th wale
down to the 1st r, then crochet it back
up on the reverse side as rib and pick
it up again with the circular needle.
Then do the same with the 5th wale.
Steam the scarf carefully and smooth
it out. This shows the ribbed edge to
its best advantage.

Pick up the st of the 1st r carefully
with the no. 4 circular needle, at the
same time removing the spare yarn,
and put the st to one side; do the same
with the last r.

Level of difficulty
Time required approx. 4.5 hours

Cast off loosely with the no. 7 circular needle.

Work in “Plain knitting” mode over
28 st.

Pick up the st of the 1st r on the no.
4 circular needle, remove the spare
yarn and cast off loosely with no. 7
needle.

»» FANO (line 359) from ONline, 53 %
virgin wool/47 % polyacrylic,
run length approx. 240 m/150 g:
2 balls col 09 Multicolour

Drop the 4th + 5th wales one after
the other, crochet back up on the
purl side as rib and pick up onto the
circular needle.

Finishing

Knit a few rows with a spare yarn
then knit 308 more r.
Work a few r with spare yarn, then
take off the knitted piece. Pick up the
28

Make the hood part as follows:
work in “Plain knitting” mode over
28 st. Knit a few r in spare yarn, then

Steam the hood piece as well, then
fold in half and sew together on the
knit side in mattress stitch.
Then sew the the hood piece to the
scarf at the back from the centre
outwards in mattress stitch.

